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SOS Children’s Villages Les Cayes, Haiti 
 
 

 
   
Haiti is the poorest country in the Americas and has been long-termly affected by natural disasters 
like hurricanes, floods, earthquakes, landslides, and droughts. These natural disasters have largely 
devastated the lives of vulnerable families and children. In 2010, an earthquake destroyed vast parts 
of the country. In October 2016, Hurricane Matthew struck Haiti, leaving thousands of families 
without food or water, causing severe damage to infrastructure, and claiming the lives of hundreds 
of people. The critical economic and social situations, as well as natural disasters, have put hundreds 
of thousands of children at risk.  
 
 

SOS Children’s Village Les Cayes 

 In 2019, 110 children have been living in 15 family houses, receiving care from SOS families. 
Another 29 children have been registered under our Other Alternative Care unit, living with 
at least one family member with regular support from the program. 

The SOS Children’s Village of Les Cayes is built in the southern part of Haiti. At about 3 km from the 
city of Cayes, this village offers the service of family care to children that have lived in vulnerable 
situations. Among these vulnerable situations are extreme poverty, single-parent families, domestic 
violence, migration of parents abroad, abandonment, etc. 

Among the activities planned for the year, the program organized family mediation activities aimed 
at re-establishing family ties whose breakdowns have affected the well-being of children. This is to 
facilitate a possible return of the child to the biological family. There were also child protection 
activities, mainly based on educational and psychosocial Ludo game. The games not only provide 
them with an educational framework that stimulates learning, but also promote the development of 
social skills such as respect for others and established rules, tolerance, and non-violence. 
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Additionally, a very useful training based on positive parenting has been developed for the caregivers 
to equip them with the right knowledge and skill to care for children in their different stages of 
development. 

 

 
Financial report 
 

Donated by Akelius University Foundation, EUR 2019 
Budget 

2019 
Actuals  

2020 
Budget 

CV Les Cayes  505 556 387 694  429 981 
Total 505 556 387 694  429 981 

     
SEK (using exchange rate at the time of payment)  5 217 338 4 001 000  4 665 294 
Average exchange rate 10,32 10,32  10,85 

     
Total budget/actuals, all facilities above, EUR 2019 

Budget 
2019 

Actuals  
2020 

Budget 
Investments/maintenance 4 575 13 115  4 276 
Current working expenditures 227 914 170 248  195 666 
Personnel expenditures 255 873 193 905  213 416* 
Other expenditures 17 194 13 439  16 623 
Total 505 556 390 706  429 981 

     
*Higher costs 2020 because of the inflation rate and  hiring of an additional security agent 

 

  


